
Omega Navigation, Top Ships,
Oceanfreight and Seanergy are
the ugly ducklings of the public
shipping arena. All four came to
market during the 2004-07 IPO
wave and each is now trading
below $1/share. If an investor
bought these stocks at IPO and
held them until today, he would
have lost 94-99% of equity value.
The looming challenge for the

lending sector is that these four
penny-stock shipowners com-
bined owe banks $1Bn. The debt
squeeze on two of the four –

Omega andTop – is acute. Last
week, product tanker specialist
Omega faced a ‘maturity wall’ as
its senior and junior facilities
came due. The loans were non-
amoritising, creating a single
‘balloon’ liability of $281M –
whichOmega doesn’t have.
Omega’s banks, led byHSH,

ultimately agreed to push the

deadline back from12April to 10
May.Market concern onOmega has
been exacerbated by its deafening
silence on 2H10 operational and
financial performance.
Omega’s most recent report,

filed 19 October 2010, covered
the quarter ended 30 June 2010.
No other US-listed shipping
company has been so delinquent

in its public reporting.
Meanwhile, the debt crisis at

Top has been brewing for two
years and remains alarming. In its
annual filing last week, the
tanker and bulker owner
admitted that it is still in breach
with most of its lenders. HSH,
which is owed $137MbyTop,
appears to be playing hardball. The
HSH facilities include a ‘default’
rate of 2% on top of the applicable
margin.On 1April, HSH informed
Top “of its intention to charge the
default rate, in respect of covenant
breaches, from this point forward”.
The sub-$1 share value of all

four companies poses additional
challenges. First, it heavily curtails
potential proceeds from follow-on
offerings,minimising the ability to
sell equity to repay debt. Second, it
creates the risk of an involuntary

‘Penny stock’ owners feel the squeeze
High debt and crippled
shares are a perilous
combination for owners
who jumped in during
the IPO boom
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An increase in pirate attacks
has made ship operators more
conscious than ever of the
need to tackle and reduce
such incidents.

Our shipping department
is being faced with relentless
requests from ship operators
determined to have armed
guards onboard and demand-
ing assistance in order to
obtain the necessary authori-
sations from the Malta flag
administration.

The local shipping community

is well aware that the flag
administration is preoccupied
with this matter and is working
relentlessly towards reaching
a formal position. Permitting
armed guards onboard vessels
is seen by many as sensible,
however flag state adminis-
trations are demonstrating
some hesitance in reaching this
conclusion just as yet. Who can
blame them?

For if something were to go
wrong, for whatever reason,
it is the administration that

ultimately bears the burden of
having to patch things up as
the same ship operators will
inevitably refer to them and
expect a quick solution.

Flag administrations must
tackle and solve many chal-
lenges. The most worrying
issue relates to liability that
ensues in the event of an
uncontrolled escalation of
violence resulting in the death
of innocent persons.

If the administration
authorises the use of armed

comment
Flags must act on arms
The role of the flag state is a vital element in the armed guards debate.
Matthew Attard of Ganado &Associates assesses its responsibilities

guards, the international
community would want to
feel reassured that a proper
assessment was carried out on
those entrusted to protect the
vessel. Asking security
agencies to provide some form
of accreditation may be useful,
however it is not fully satisfac-
tory because there currently is
no internationally recognised
body regulating such activity.

There are also local legis-
lative logistics to overcome,
for instance the current laws
of Malta require any person
carrying a firearm to possess a
licence, which must be sanc-
tioned by the Commissioner
of Police. It is envisaged that
the majority of ship operators
flying the Maltese flag will not

Omega’s launch in 2006: silence over performance is worrying
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delisting, which can have a highly-
damaging effect on a company’s
image among investors, lenders
and counterparties.
NASDAQ,which requires a $1

minimumbid, has issuedwarnings
toTop,Oceanfreight and Seanergy.
They have 180 days to boost their
price.A common solution is a
reverse stock split, wherein the

number of shares is reduced and
the price/share ismultiplied.
But relief derived from reverse

splits can be fleeting. Last June,
Oceanfreight concluded a 1-for-3
reverse split to cure a NASDAQ
minimum-bid notice it received
in March 2010. After the split, its
shares slumped back below $1.
Potential consequences of the

penny-stock predicament go
beyond the companies them-
selves. For banks like HSH, major
loan defaults must be addressed.
For the rest of the public
shipping field, the abysmal share
performance of the weakest
players can infect investors’
perception of the sector at large.
The pressure on the penny-

stock firms also highlights a stern
lesson for future IPOs, one that
has been largely embraced by the
flotations of 2010-11.
Excessive leverage doesn’t work

for public companies in a highly-
cyclical business – dividends fall
prey to covenant breaches and
refinancing isn’t guaranteed at
themarket’s bottom. F
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necessarily engage the
services of armed guards car-
rying such firearms licences.

Another potential problem
is the repercussion of having
armed vessels enter the terri-
torial seas or internal waters
of states where the policies or
laws are against vessels
carrying arms on board. No
ship operator wishes to find
himself in a situation where
he may incur penalties or even
possible detentions because he
is in breach of the law where
the vessel happens to be.

The list of issues that
emerge is quite substantial and
requires analysis by the Malta
flag administration – and any
other flag administration being
faced with the same dilemma.

Having said this, I find it very
hard to find any plausible justi-
fications for any administra-
tion to take the stance of not
permitting armed guards on
board vessels.

Many operators feel so
strongly about this that they
are prepared to go as far as re-
flagging to other more accom-

modating jurisdictions because
they are not being served in a
timely manner.

It is therefore in the interests
of the shipping community to
see that the more serious flags
take decisions on this issue. It is
only by acceding to reasonable
requests in a reasonable time
that flag administrations will

keep the operator satisfied and
loyal towards the flag.

On the other hand, ship
operators need to appreciate
the difficulties these flag states
are facing and understand
that the current analysis being
undertaken is also being
conducted in order to safe-
guard their interests. F

No ship operatorwishes to find
himself in a situationwhere he is in
breach of any lawwhen entering a
foreign port
It is time for flag states to take decisions on the issue of armed guards, says ship
registration lawyer MatthewAttard [ Photo: Ganado & Associates ]

Share wipeouts
OceanFreight Top Ships Omega Navigation Enterprises Seanergy

IPO price: $19/share (April 2007) $11/share (July 2004) $17/share (April 2006) $10/share (October 2007)

Closing price 13 April 2011: $0.58 $0.74 $0.89 $0.57

Change in share value since IPO
(including reverse stock split): -99% -98% -95% -94%

NASDAQ warnings issued: 25 January 2011, 1 March 2010 28 March 2011, 12 August 2010 – 28 January 2011

Unrestricted cash 31 Dec 2010: $9.5M none unknown; last known cash position:
$907,000 as of 30 June 2010 $53.8M

Debt: $265.7M $337.4M $281M $399.5M

Lenders: Nordea, DVB HSH, RBS, DVB, Alpha, Emporiki HSH, BTMU, NIBC Marfin, Citibank, DVB,
HSBC, UOB


